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School-based 
during school time

 
Real tools and recipes 

(including knives!)
 

Simple, local, seasonal recipes
 

AmeriCorps Food Educators 
as role models 

Key features of our programs

the problem
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When kids don't eat well, 
it's hard for them to learn well,

behave well, or feel well

Project Impact: common threads program evaluation 
During the winter/spring of 2019, Common Threads evaluated our school-based gardening and
cooking programs.  We wanted to know: What kind and quality of impact are we having on students?
What aspects of our program are causing this impact? Visit our website for the whole report. 

Quantitative: 97 teachers 
 (out of a total of 297)
responded to an online
survey
 
Qualitative: 18 2nd and 5th
grade teachers from a
sampling of four
representative elementary
schools were interviewed 
 

Methodology of our evaluation

Teachers perspectives are limited to what they observe
in their classroom  (vs. at home or in the cafeteria)
We interviewed a sample of teachers: not every grade
and not every school

Limitations of our evaluation

Kids can grow, prepare and recognize healthy
food. Kids can plant and care for vegetables in the
garden, use common kitchen tools, and follow
simple recipes. 
Kids have a joyful, positive, and nourishing
relationship with food. Kids  have positive
exposures to and excitement about new healthy
foods. 
Kids develop nutritional literacy.  Kids recognize
healthy food (in particular vegetables), know what
makes something healthy or not healthy, and
understand ho different food choices make their
bodies feel
Kids feel capable to make healthy choices.  Kids
believe they have agency in making healthy food
choices.  Hands-on food education increases their
sense of joy and competence as learners. 

Intended impact of our programs



None of this would be possible without the support of our generous farmers, funders, and volunteers!  THANK YOU! 
Thank you to Dialogues in Action for guiding us through this process, and Washington Service Corps & Serve WA for inviting us.
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kids and teachers find

cooking and gardening

lessons to be joyful

learning experiences

Kids are becoming more

open to trying new and

healthy foods

Findings of our evaluation

Now what? Next steps

students who struggle in  

traditional classroom

environments “show up”

in new and positive ways

while gardening and

cooking

Kids practice and

develop  cooperation and

teamwork  in cooking and

gardening lessons

Students learn

valuable, concrete life

skills - particularly

while cooking

our success depends  on

AmeriCorps Food

Educators, who bring

passion, enthusiasm, and

dedication

Students  bring  new-

found knowledge and

enthusiasm for healthy

food home, and inspire

their families

Our programs are most

highly valued at schools

with a higher poverty

student population

10
 priming the pump 

Clear and defined roles,

goals and expectations

between Common Threads

and  school staff are

important for smooth and

successful partnerships

Analyze services and fee structures through an equity lens
Continuously seek opportunities to improve communications...
Support Food Educators and volunteers with excellent training
Explicitly highlight the multi-pronged impact of our programs
(food education, socio-emotional learning, academic support,
community building)

“You could give these kids the greatest lesson in
the world, and they would not engage in it if
they didn’t have a connection to their Food
Educator first. That has made all the difference.”

Over 97% of
teachers reported
that kids improved
their cooking and
gardening know-
how

“I have a student who has huge issues and the
mom is hard to engage with. But the big thing she
wanted to talk about during conferences was, her

daughter wants to write a letter to be sure the
garden is saved when the new school is built"

Read the whole
report on our

website!

“You might expect me to say, ‘I wish this
matched my curriculum better’ - but honestly, I
just want them to get outside.  I want them to
try something new and feel brave about that. I
want them to get their toes wet and have fun
doing it with someone who really cares.”

99% of teachers
noticed an increase
in students' sense of
excitement and
adventure when
trying new healthy
foods 

72.9% of teachers at Title 1 schools
reported that they saw students who
struggle academically shine in the garden
“quite a bit” or “very much” compared
with only 37.8% at more affluent schools.

We open kids’ hearts and
minds to healthy food
through experiences.  Our
partners and Families still
need to tackle financial and
geographic barriers to
healthy food access.


